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Why Open Science ?
q Scientific results should be available to anyone to scrutinise, reproduce, build upon, etc.
à sharing of information and transparency are a foundation of scientific method and better science

q Open science is a way to accelerate scientific and technological development and to
maximise their impact on society
q Science and knowledge belong to humanity, not just to the scientists pursuing them
Scientific institutions are usually funded with public money à their results belong to everybody
q Open science is also one of most powerful tools to reduce inequalities across the world.
Technology and innovation grow fast in modern society à ~ 50% of current jobs will disappear
in next 30 years (replaced by automation, machines, AI);“low-skill” jobs will disappear first

à Danger of increasing gap between developed and developing countries, rich and poor,
those who have access to education and those who don’t à exacerbating inequalities
à Open science and open access education are crucial to spread STEM and other knowledge
around the world, reaching out in particular to people from less privileged regions.

CERN : the largest particle physics laboratory in the world
Intergovernmental organisation based in Geneva

Mission:
• science: fundamental research in particle physics à discoveries (e.g. Higgs boson in 2012), Nobel prizes
• technology and innovation à transferred to society (e.g. World Wide Web, medical applications)
• training and education
• bringing the world together: ~ 18000 scientists, > 110 nationalities
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Open Science is enshrined in CERN’s Convention
CERN founded in 1954 in the aftermath of World War II, with two goals:
q relaunch scientific research in Europe
q foster peaceful collaboration among European countries

CERN Convention signed
by 12 Member States
in Paris on 1 July 1953
à entered into force
on 29 Sept 1954

CERN Today
23 Member States: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom

8 Associate Member States: Croatia, Cyprus, India, Lithuania, Pakistan, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine
6 Observers to Council: Japan, Russian Federation, USA, EU, JINR/Dubna, UNESCO
~ 50 International Cooperation Agreements: more and more developing countries (recent
examples: Paraguay, Sri Lanka, Nepal) sign cooperation agreements with CERN à engaging
internationally on fundamental research is part of their efforts towards development, building
knowledge-based economies and strengthening scientific relations with other countries.

Annual budget (2018) ~1200 MCHF (on average: ~ 1 cappuccino/year per European citizen):
Member States contribute in proportion to their income (NNI).

CERN culture is “global and open”:
q The need to connect a large community
across the world made CERN develop
and/or use open tools (web, preprints, etc.).
q As CERN hosts a broad community today,
any step we do in Open Science is propagated
widely.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC):
the most powerful accelerator ever
•
CMS

LHCb
ATLAS

ALICE

27 km ring, 100 m
underground
• operation started in 2010 à
exploration of new energy
frontier

July 2012, ATLAS and CMS
announced the discovery of a
new (very special!) particle:
the Higgs boson

Since the beginning of its life, CERN implements and promotes Open Science:
open source software
open access publication
open data
open hardware
open education and training
With the goal of maximising knowledge transfer and dissemination rather than
generating revenues for CERN
Here a few examples
Note:
q CERN retains the Intellectual Properties (IP) of its work and results.
q Intellectual property generated by CERN employees belongs to CERN.

The World Wide Web
Developed by Tim Berners-Lee and collaborators (Robert Cailliau et al.)
in 1989 to facilitate share of information among CERN’s scientists
à tool to support collaboration in science.
Demonstrates power of fundamental research to drive innovation
to the benefit of society.
Crucial step: CERN’s decision in 1993 to make WEB freely available
to anyone to use and improve
à fundamental to further development of the WEB and its dissemination
(today: ~ 4 Billion people connected)

March 1989: First proposal for an internet-based
hypertext system to link and access information
across different computers

SCOAP3 : Open-access publishing
Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access Publishing in Particle Physics
Partnership of 3000 libraries, funding agencies and research institutions from 44 countries.
Governed by an International Council. Hosted at CERN.
It allows publishing Open Access in high-quality journals at no direct cost for the authors, by
redirecting subscription funds from about 3000 partner libraries to the Consortium, which then
pays centrally for the (reduced) article publishing costs. Additional top-up money from funding
agencies from some countries with large scientific output.
Phase 1: 2014-2016; Phase 2: 2017-2019; Phase 3: 2020-2022
Budget for Phase 3: ~ 30 MCHF
Journals involved in SCOAP3 include:
European Physical Journal C; Journal of High-Energy Physics (Springer)
Nuclear Physics B; Physics Letter B (Elsevier)
Physics Review Letter; Physics Review D; Physics Review C (American Physical Society)

IGO:
CERN
JINR/Dubna,
IAEA

Main accomplishments of SCOAP3:
q Covers ~ 90% of all High-Energy-Physics articles
Note: SCOAP3 benefits all HEP authors worldwide (not only CERN-related scientists)

q ~ 30,000 articles published since 2014 in 13 journals by authors from 100 countries

SCOAP3 is in line with Plan S (Robert-Jan Smith):
“From 2021, scientific publications that result from research
funded by public grants must be published in compliant
Open Access journals or platforms.”
Supported by EC, funding agencies, foundations, etc.

Open Data
Data from the LHC experiments (> 2 PB) and necessary tools to analyse them are available through a
dedicated portal. Used since the beginning of the LHC for educational purposes (Master Classes)

CERN Open Data Portal
Open Data requires:
q dedicated infrastructure
q commitment of scientists to
develop and maintain the needed
SW tools
q documentation
q long-term data preservation
policy and infrastructure
q human and financial resources
First article based on CMS open data:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.05842

Open Hardware: White Rabbit
Multi-laboratory, multi-company collaboration for development of a new Ethernet-based technology
providing sub-nanosecond synchronization.
Project initiated and led by CERN, which needs execution of operations with tight time constraints
and large distances between nodes.
ESA’s Galileo Global Navigation Satellite System

Use of WR by research and other institutions improved
technology also to the benefit of CERN use.

Note: CERN also pioneered a legal framework
for open-hardware licensing

European VLBI (Very-Long Baseline Interferometry):
synchronisation of radiotelescopes to one reference
clock using WR protocol

Deutsche Börse uses WR for time-stamping
of transactions for stock market

Open Science and capacity building: CERN-UNESCO schools on digital libraries
q Aimed at providing skills for running digital library systems à improve access to information
for African researchers, increase global visibility of African research
q Based on Zenodo-Invenio open source digital platform developed by CERN
q Held so far in Rwanda, Morocco, Senegal, Ghana and Kenya

5th school: Oct 2018, University of Nairobi, Kenya:
attended by librarians from Kenya, Cameroon,
Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbawe.
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